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■ Description The Official Fantasy RPG® is back
with its latest installment—the new fantasy

action RPG! • Adventure with Tarnished:
Immerse yourself in a fantasy world full of

excitement and action. You’ll have the chance to
fully explore a vast world of incredible scenery

and extremely diverse dungeons. ■ A Challenge
Without End While the world of Tarnished is rich
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with varied places, there are vast numbers of
dungeons, and many of them are enormous, and

can be very difficult to clear. However, your
abilities will enable you to traverse this world and
clear dungeons of any size. In addition, you can

refine and augment your skills with a wide
selection of technology and techniques, and use

the customization system to enhance your
character. ■ Become an Elden Lord, and Lead

Others Assume the role of an Elden Lord in your
life to lead Tarnished. Craft and guide an army of
followers and forge the world into a kingdom. You

can command them in battle, and they will
overcome the difficulties that arise. ■ A

Luxurious RPG Experience Tarnished offers a
beautiful and immersive 3D fantasy world, and

the latest full-featured story and gameplay
elements. Savor its wide-open world and deep

gameplay experiences, and enjoy a unique RPG
that goes beyond anything you’ve experienced
before. ■ Play as a Team Engage in the online

game where you can directly connect with other
players and join forces in large-scale battles. In

addition, you can travel together, and visit places
other than your own. ■ Tarnished is Just the

Beginning Get ready for the next chapter of the
Official Fantasy RPG! You can purchase the game

here. ■ Key Features ■ Character Creatability
There are more than 450 items available to

customize your character. As you change your
appearance, skills, gear, and upgrades, your

character will become more powerful. ■ Explore
a Wide World Tarnished takes place in the Lands
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Between, which is a fantasy world full of
imagination and adventure. The Endless Plains
stretch endlessly and the hills are dotted with
countless villages. There are vast and diverse

dungeons, and many of them are enormous, with
highly refined environments and deadly traps. ■
Crafting In addition to its incredible breadth of

items, Tarnished features many useful and high-
level crafting items for creating the potions that

will be necessary to make your adventurers
strong. ■ Online Ranking Ride on

Features Key:
A New Fantasy Action RPG

Awaken in a vast world with hundreds of dungeons
Fight together or alone

Win with formation tactics
Increase your body and magic power

Create your own character
Learn how to attack, heal, and use skills

Customize your gear
Play online anytime

To know more. 
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It's hard to imagine a more popular winter finale than that of Mass Effect
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3.

Mass Effect 3: Collector's Edition launched this week, with Mass Effect 3:
Citadel to follow on Nov. 4 on the Mac.

Some believe the timed release of the final act could be seen as an
attempt by EA to capitalize on the holiday season. Regardless, the recent
availability of a demo has fans excited and apparently eager to get their
hands on the game proper.

The Mac OS X version of the demo is now available via the Mac App Store
for free, though you may need to wait until Thursday afternoon to get it
before the retail server crashes and the game goes offline. 
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